
Fox Rage Winter Suit Black 5000mm Water 
resistant XX Large

Fox Rage

Product number: FR-WA5000-XXL

Water and wind resistant thermo fishing clothing for 
hard winters.

209,99 €
187,99 € * 187,99 €

Specially designed for winter lure fishing, the Rage Winter Suit protects against the elements in many ways. 
Waterproof yet breathable, the suit keeps the angler dry, while the insulation in both the jacket and 
dungarees keeps the warmth in.
With freedom of movement when casting and walking, this high-quality suit is the perfect solution for 
spinning anglers in the cold season.

Two-piece suit: dungarees and jacket
Waterproof with 5k water column
Breathable with 3k
Jacket and dungarees fully lined throughout with thick fleece for excellent thermal insulation

Jacket:

Collar completely redesigned for improved wind and rain protection
Fully adjustable hood pulled forwards with fleece lining to keep the rain out
Large front zip cover prevents the ingress of rain or wind
Highly robust two-way zip for easy donning
Microfleece-lined zip side pockets with large, easy-grip fasteners
Neoprene cuffs with thumb holes
Fully and easily adjustable cuffs with hooks and loops for a perfect fit
Inner breast pocket
Specially developed for the movements of anglers, such as casting
Length-adjustable, elasticated drawstring adjustment of the hood and waistband for a perfect fit
New Fox Rage camo camouflage design



Reflective Fox Rage logos on the front and back for night fishing
Outer material: 75% nylon, 25% polyester. Inner lining: 100% polyester

Dungarees:

Fully adjustable elasticated braces for perfect comfort with highly robust quick-release clip fasteners
Elasticated waistband for an improved fit
Large front zip cover prevents the ingress of rain or wind
Highly robust two-way zip for easy donning
Microfleece-lined zip side pockets with large, easy-grip fasteners
Zip openings on the lower leg sides with adjustable, easy-grip hook-and-loop cuff adjusters
Reflective Fox Rage logos on the front and back for night fishing
Outer material: 92% nylon, 8% polyester. Inner lining: 100% polyester

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=04b778d4ad7b45498e318c5065d96c36

